Private equity content is available in Refinitiv® Eikon and includes over 30 years of history, updated daily, covering private equity and venture capital firms, funds and portfolio companies around the world.

The private equity data and capabilities are powered by VentureXpert, the premier source for comprehensive information on this market. It also provides analytics on disbursements, as well as companies, firms and funds in the market.

Content highlights

- Detailed profiles for over 22,000 private equity or venture capital firms and more than 51,000 funds, including 21,000 funds with fundraising history dating back to the 1970s
  - Coverage statistics include fund investment focus, fund size, funds under management, portfolio company details and portfolio allocations
- Investment activity information for over 292,000 investments, including round date, amount and participating investors
  - Coverage statistics include 194,000+ in the Americas, 63,000+ in EMEA and 33,000+ in Asia-Pacific
- Comprehensive profiles for over 133,000 currently and formerly private equity- or venture capital-backed companies, including company descriptions, key facts, officers/directors, current and historical investors and investment round details
  - Coverage statistics include over 30,000 companies currently backed by private equity or venture capital investors
Benefits of private equity in Eikon

- Identify potential sponsors for sell-side mergers and acquisitions (M&A) transactions or follow-on rounds
- Determine the best partners, co-investors or buyers for an exit strategy
- Uncover candidates that may be ripe for a merger, acquisition or divestiture
  - Search and report on companies which are or aren’t private equity- or venture capital-backed
  - Search private equity and venture capital-backed companies by industry, location, round size, round date, business description and keywords, among other criteria
- Create customized transaction and statistical investment reports and customized company reports

Refinitiv’s private equity offering complements its industry-leading deals and league table coverage

- M&A: Over 1,100,000 global M&A transactions from the 1970s to the present, including over 350,000 U.S. target and more than 750,000 non-U.S. target transactions
- Debt capital markets: Over 940,000 bond deals since the 1960s, including investment-grade, high-yield and emerging market corporate bonds and ABS/MBS/agency issues
- Equity capital markets: Over 340,000 equity capital markets new issues, including IPOs, follow-ons, block trades and convertible bonds dating back to the 1970s
- Syndicated loans: Over 312,000 global corporate loan transactions since the 1980s
- Hundreds of standard league tables across asset classes, recognized as the authoritative source in the market

Cambridge Associates Benchmark Calculator (chargeable add-on)

- Benchmarks are based on one of the industry’s largest institutional-quality data sets, with all data directly sourced from contributing fund managers’ financial statements and subjected to additional layers of rigorous quality control
- Detail-driven report types give access to enhanced analysis including quarterly aggregate benchmark cash flow and net asset value (NAV) data for over 6,700 funds, percentile analysis reports, returns distribution reports, and aggregate portfolio company benchmarks leveraging performance data for over 75,000 underlying portfolio investment positions
- Access preliminary performance data several weeks before final benchmarks are published for the quarter
- Compare private equity performance with public indices easily and efficiently using the Cambridge Associates Modified Public Market Equivalent (mPME), Direct Alpha and Kaplan-and-Schoar (K&S) PME

How to access

The Cambridge Associates Benchmark Calculator is available as a chargeable add-on service to your Eikon subscription. To gain access, please contact your Refinitiv account manager.

Visit refinitiv.com/eikon-private-equity